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Checking out, once more, will provide you something new. Something that you have no idea after that
exposed to be populared with the publication Swimming Lessons By Claire Fuller notification. Some
expertise or session that re got from reviewing books is uncountable. Much more books Swimming Lessons
By Claire Fuller you read, even more knowledge you obtain, as well as much more opportunities to
consistently like reviewing e-books. Due to this reason, reviewing publication needs to be started from
earlier. It is as just what you could acquire from guide Swimming Lessons By Claire Fuller

Amazon.com Review

An Amazon Best Book of February 2017: A famous elderly author looks out the window of a bookstore and
thinks he sees his deceased wife. Upset by this event, he takes a near-fatal tumble and winds up in the
hospital. Flora, his youngest daughter, returns home to help care for him—shortly thereafter, letters from her
mother will be discovered hidden inside the books of her father’s prized library. Thus begin two plotlines, as
Flora and her sister care for their father, and as their mother’s letters lay out her side of the
marriage—starting with their first meeting when she was a student and he was a professor. Is their mother
dead now, or did she run away? And what other secrets are hidden inside the letters? Well-paced and finely
detailed, Swimming Lessons is a mystery about an uncoiling family that will keep you turning pages and
cause your loyalties to ebb and flow like a tide. --Chris Schluep, The Amazon Book Review

Review
“As she did in her first novel, Our Endless Numbered Days (2015), Fuller proves to be a master of temporal
space, taking readers through flashbacks and epistolary chapters at a pace timed to create wonder and
suspense. It’s her beautiful prose, though, that rounds this one out, as she delves deeply to examine the
legacies of a flawed and passionate marriage.” (Booklist, STARRED REVIEW)

“Ingrid is a brave but floundering heroine who puts down "all the things [she hasn't] been able to say in
person" in her letters, resulting in a portrait so intimate, you feel as if you've read a novel written on the
secret walls of her very mind. A deeply moving read, with a mystery that keeps you turning pages.”
(Oprah.com, Editor's Pick)

“As in her gorgeously harrowing Our Endless Numbered Days, Claire Fuller returns to the territory of a
mother’s disappearance and a father’s lies with bewitching and page-turning results. If anything, Swimming
Lessons is an even more complex puzzle box of a book, excavating darkly knotted family secrets, intricately
cruel betrayals and layers of ambiguous loss. Fuller is so clear eyed, poised and psychologically shrewd in
the unfolding of her tale, you will be kept guessing until the final penetrating sentence. An extraordinarily
smart and satisfying read.” (Paula McLain, author of THE PARIS WIFE)

“Playing out the various scenarios is almost like a “choose your own adventure” story for adults. For me,



Ingrid’s story, voice, and perspective, makes for a haunting, motivating, and fantastic read.” (Steph Opitz,
Book of the Month Club Selection)

“Swimming Lessons continues Claire Fuller’s mastery of beautiful language and heartbreaking imagery,
which lays bare the stories of infidelities, lies, revivals of love and then demise of those loves.  The women
of this novel fight for their very souls, and their stories unfurl like flags of independence appearing in to
wave from her landscape of great books and art and hope” (Susan Straight, author of BETWEEN HEAVEN
AND HERE)

“Claire Fuller has captured love in its fullest form, nursed on betrayal and regret and guilt. Gil cheats on and
abandons his wife too many times, until she disappears, leaving her clothing on the beach, and he can't know
even if she's still alive. She leaves only letters, hidden in a great library of books, and he'll search for her
until his end. Swimming Lessonsis so smoothly, beautifully written, and the human failures here are
heartbreaking.” (David Vann, author of AQUARIUM)

“Claire Fuller's acrobatic new novel, about a family who has failed each other, inverts our expectations of
narrative time to an astonishing effect: our experience of grasping for truth about those who have left is just
as pained and urgent as her characters'. Fuller's sentences are condensed maps of the human process,
unfolding in patterns we immediately recognize.” (Kathleen Alcott, author of INFINITE HOME)

“Swimming Lessons hovers in the electric space between secrets and connection, between the desire to love
and urge to hide. This is a biting, soaring novel.” (Ramona Ausubel, author of SONS AND DAUGHTERS
OF EASE AND PLENTY and NO ONE IS HERE EXCEPT ALL OF US)

“Fuller's tale is eloquent, harrowing, raw . . . [this] mystery is sure to keep readers inching off their seats.”
(Kirkus Reviews)

“Saving the best for last with revelations and surprises, Fuller’s well-crafted, intricate tale captures the
strengths and shortcomings of ordinary people to show how healing is possible by confronting the darkest
places.” (Library Journal, STARRED REVIEW)

“Like Fuller’s stunning debut, Swimming Lessons is a story suffused with the poignancy of
miscommunication between people who love each other, of the things we can never really know.” (The
Guardian)

“[Swimming Lessons] is the story of a passionate but troubled marriage, of mothers and daughters, of letters
hidden in books. The writing is efficient and impactful. This would be a perfect book club pick, as it’s a short
novel that says a lot, and there’s plenty to unpack.” (Book Riot)

“Fuller has written a profound portrait of marriage, motherhood, and loss. It is a beautiful, devastating book.”
(Powell's Pick of the Month)

“Claire Fuller’s newest book is a kind of love letter to the complicated relationships that are part of the real
world rather than the romantic fiction we build in our minds.” (Read It Forward)

“When everything we read or watch these days seems to be a facsimile of something else, it's inspiring when
a writer of Claire Fuller's talent comes along to give us something fresh and original. In Swimming Lessons,
Fuller explores the all too familiar pull of duty, expectation, and guilt between a family in emotional turmoil
with an unsentimental eye, recalling some of the best work of the late, great Richard Yates. Fuller's debut



novel, Our Endless Numbered Days, was nothing short of brilliant and I'm here to tell you that she has
officially avoided a sophomore slump with this gem of a book. My only complaint is that I have to wait until
January of 2017 to share this with the reading public. Claire Fuller is my new favorite.” (Javier Ramirez, The
Book Table)

“Claire Fuller is a master of the psychological mystery. In her most recent novel, Swimming Lessons, no one
is running around with a gun and no physical violence occurs. And yet damage happens. Families are cut to
the bone. And lingering wounds are left festering into adulthood. This is a work that explores the very nature
of forgiveness: how much should be forgiven before it becomes a burden, or before it becomes a secret life
inside you until you can't even forgive yourself? It's a deliciously written story within a story that isn't over
until the last page has been turned.” (Pam Cady, University Book Store)

“With Swimming Lessons, Claire Fuller confirms her place as a writer of exceptional insight and warmth.
This tale of a marriage, of a family, and especially of children bearing the brunt of the fallout of betrayals
and abandonment, pulls you in and refuses to let you emerge from the lives of its characters until the tale is
finally told. Even then it takes time to shake the spell the book creates. A wonderful follow-up to OUR
ENDLESS NUMBERED DAYS that explores similar themes through an entirely different story, Swimming
Lessons will be a great book for fans of her first novel and for new fans alike.” (Anmiryam Budner, Main
Point Books)

“Claire Fuller’s Swimming Lessons is a beautifully told literary mystery that weaves together the lives and
loves of people defined by deceit and a questionable disappearance. Like her debut novel, Our Endless
Numbered Days, Fuller tiptoes brilliantly through delicate subjects.” (Joanne Berg, Mystery to Me)

“I loved it and was caught up in it so thoroughly that it was my companion during every meal I ate until I
finished the book. I have also never felt so inclined to leave marginalia in a book as I did after
reading Swimming Lessons.” (Katie Orphan, The Last Bookstore)

“ I could not put Swimming Lessons down and read it in one sitting! It lingered in my thoughts long after I
finished. Marvelous! A must read!” (Stephanie Crowe, Page and Palette Bookstore)

About the Author
Claire Fuller’s debut novel, Our Endless Numbered Days, was published by Tin House in 2015 and went on
to win the Desmond Elliott prize in the UK and was a finalist in the ABA Indies Choice Award, an IndieNext
pick, and chosen as a Goodreads Debut Spotlight.
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Utilize the sophisticated technology that human establishes this day to locate the book Swimming Lessons
By Claire Fuller easily. However initially, we will ask you, how much do you like to check out a book
Swimming Lessons By Claire Fuller Does it consistently until surface? Wherefore does that book review?
Well, if you really like reading, try to check out the Swimming Lessons By Claire Fuller as one of your
reading compilation. If you only read guide based on demand at the time and unfinished, you have to attempt
to like reading Swimming Lessons By Claire Fuller initially.

It can be one of your early morning readings Swimming Lessons By Claire Fuller This is a soft file book that
can be managed downloading from on the internet publication. As known, in this advanced period, modern
technology will certainly ease you in doing some tasks. Also it is just reviewing the existence of publication
soft documents of Swimming Lessons By Claire Fuller can be additional attribute to open. It is not only to
open as well as conserve in the gizmo. This time around in the morning and also other downtime are to check
out guide Swimming Lessons By Claire Fuller

The book Swimming Lessons By Claire Fuller will certainly consistently offer you favorable value if you do
it well. Finishing guide Swimming Lessons By Claire Fuller to review will not end up being the only
objective. The goal is by obtaining the good worth from guide up until the end of the book. This is why; you
need to find out more while reading this Swimming Lessons By Claire Fuller This is not just exactly how
fast you check out a publication and also not just has the amount of you completed guides; it has to do with
what you have obtained from guides.
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From the author of the award-winning and word-of-mouth sensation Our Endless Numbered Days comes an
exhilarating literary mystery that will keep readers guessing until the final page.

Ingrid Coleman writes letters to her husband, Gil, about the truth of their marriage, but instead of giving
them to him, she hides them in the thousands of books he has collected over the years. When Ingrid has
written her final letter she disappears from a Dorset beach, leaving behind her beautiful but dilapidated house
by the sea, her husband, and her two daughters, Flora and Nan.  

Twelve years later, Gil thinks he sees Ingrid from a bookshop window, but he’s getting older and this
unlikely sighting is chalked up to senility. Flora, who has never believed her mother drowned, returns home
to care for her father and to try to finally discover what happened to Ingrid. But what Flora doesn’t realize is
that the answers to her questions are hidden in the books that surround her. Scandalous and whip-smart,
Swimming Lessons holds the Coleman family up to the light, exposing the mysterious truths of a passionate
and troubled marriage. 
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Amazon.com Review

An Amazon Best Book of February 2017: A famous elderly author looks out the window of a bookstore and
thinks he sees his deceased wife. Upset by this event, he takes a near-fatal tumble and winds up in the
hospital. Flora, his youngest daughter, returns home to help care for him—shortly thereafter, letters from her
mother will be discovered hidden inside the books of her father’s prized library. Thus begin two plotlines, as
Flora and her sister care for their father, and as their mother’s letters lay out her side of the
marriage—starting with their first meeting when she was a student and he was a professor. Is their mother
dead now, or did she run away? And what other secrets are hidden inside the letters? Well-paced and finely
detailed, Swimming Lessons is a mystery about an uncoiling family that will keep you turning pages and



cause your loyalties to ebb and flow like a tide. --Chris Schluep, The Amazon Book Review

Review
“As she did in her first novel, Our Endless Numbered Days (2015), Fuller proves to be a master of temporal
space, taking readers through flashbacks and epistolary chapters at a pace timed to create wonder and
suspense. It’s her beautiful prose, though, that rounds this one out, as she delves deeply to examine the
legacies of a flawed and passionate marriage.” (Booklist, STARRED REVIEW)

“Ingrid is a brave but floundering heroine who puts down "all the things [she hasn't] been able to say in
person" in her letters, resulting in a portrait so intimate, you feel as if you've read a novel written on the
secret walls of her very mind. A deeply moving read, with a mystery that keeps you turning pages.”
(Oprah.com, Editor's Pick)

“As in her gorgeously harrowing Our Endless Numbered Days, Claire Fuller returns to the territory of a
mother’s disappearance and a father’s lies with bewitching and page-turning results. If anything, Swimming
Lessons is an even more complex puzzle box of a book, excavating darkly knotted family secrets, intricately
cruel betrayals and layers of ambiguous loss. Fuller is so clear eyed, poised and psychologically shrewd in
the unfolding of her tale, you will be kept guessing until the final penetrating sentence. An extraordinarily
smart and satisfying read.” (Paula McLain, author of THE PARIS WIFE)

“Playing out the various scenarios is almost like a “choose your own adventure” story for adults. For me,
Ingrid’s story, voice, and perspective, makes for a haunting, motivating, and fantastic read.” (Steph Opitz,
Book of the Month Club Selection)

“Swimming Lessons continues Claire Fuller’s mastery of beautiful language and heartbreaking imagery,
which lays bare the stories of infidelities, lies, revivals of love and then demise of those loves.  The women
of this novel fight for their very souls, and their stories unfurl like flags of independence appearing in to
wave from her landscape of great books and art and hope” (Susan Straight, author of BETWEEN HEAVEN
AND HERE)

“Claire Fuller has captured love in its fullest form, nursed on betrayal and regret and guilt. Gil cheats on and
abandons his wife too many times, until she disappears, leaving her clothing on the beach, and he can't know
even if she's still alive. She leaves only letters, hidden in a great library of books, and he'll search for her
until his end. Swimming Lessonsis so smoothly, beautifully written, and the human failures here are
heartbreaking.” (David Vann, author of AQUARIUM)

“Claire Fuller's acrobatic new novel, about a family who has failed each other, inverts our expectations of
narrative time to an astonishing effect: our experience of grasping for truth about those who have left is just
as pained and urgent as her characters'. Fuller's sentences are condensed maps of the human process,
unfolding in patterns we immediately recognize.” (Kathleen Alcott, author of INFINITE HOME)

“Swimming Lessons hovers in the electric space between secrets and connection, between the desire to love
and urge to hide. This is a biting, soaring novel.” (Ramona Ausubel, author of SONS AND DAUGHTERS
OF EASE AND PLENTY and NO ONE IS HERE EXCEPT ALL OF US)

“Fuller's tale is eloquent, harrowing, raw . . . [this] mystery is sure to keep readers inching off their seats.”
(Kirkus Reviews)

“Saving the best for last with revelations and surprises, Fuller’s well-crafted, intricate tale captures the



strengths and shortcomings of ordinary people to show how healing is possible by confronting the darkest
places.” (Library Journal, STARRED REVIEW)

“Like Fuller’s stunning debut, Swimming Lessons is a story suffused with the poignancy of
miscommunication between people who love each other, of the things we can never really know.” (The
Guardian)

“[Swimming Lessons] is the story of a passionate but troubled marriage, of mothers and daughters, of letters
hidden in books. The writing is efficient and impactful. This would be a perfect book club pick, as it’s a short
novel that says a lot, and there’s plenty to unpack.” (Book Riot)

“Fuller has written a profound portrait of marriage, motherhood, and loss. It is a beautiful, devastating book.”
(Powell's Pick of the Month)

“Claire Fuller’s newest book is a kind of love letter to the complicated relationships that are part of the real
world rather than the romantic fiction we build in our minds.” (Read It Forward)

“When everything we read or watch these days seems to be a facsimile of something else, it's inspiring when
a writer of Claire Fuller's talent comes along to give us something fresh and original. In Swimming Lessons,
Fuller explores the all too familiar pull of duty, expectation, and guilt between a family in emotional turmoil
with an unsentimental eye, recalling some of the best work of the late, great Richard Yates. Fuller's debut
novel, Our Endless Numbered Days, was nothing short of brilliant and I'm here to tell you that she has
officially avoided a sophomore slump with this gem of a book. My only complaint is that I have to wait until
January of 2017 to share this with the reading public. Claire Fuller is my new favorite.” (Javier Ramirez, The
Book Table)

“Claire Fuller is a master of the psychological mystery. In her most recent novel, Swimming Lessons, no one
is running around with a gun and no physical violence occurs. And yet damage happens. Families are cut to
the bone. And lingering wounds are left festering into adulthood. This is a work that explores the very nature
of forgiveness: how much should be forgiven before it becomes a burden, or before it becomes a secret life
inside you until you can't even forgive yourself? It's a deliciously written story within a story that isn't over
until the last page has been turned.” (Pam Cady, University Book Store)

“With Swimming Lessons, Claire Fuller confirms her place as a writer of exceptional insight and warmth.
This tale of a marriage, of a family, and especially of children bearing the brunt of the fallout of betrayals
and abandonment, pulls you in and refuses to let you emerge from the lives of its characters until the tale is
finally told. Even then it takes time to shake the spell the book creates. A wonderful follow-up to OUR
ENDLESS NUMBERED DAYS that explores similar themes through an entirely different story, Swimming
Lessons will be a great book for fans of her first novel and for new fans alike.” (Anmiryam Budner, Main
Point Books)

“Claire Fuller’s Swimming Lessons is a beautifully told literary mystery that weaves together the lives and
loves of people defined by deceit and a questionable disappearance. Like her debut novel, Our Endless
Numbered Days, Fuller tiptoes brilliantly through delicate subjects.” (Joanne Berg, Mystery to Me)

“I loved it and was caught up in it so thoroughly that it was my companion during every meal I ate until I
finished the book. I have also never felt so inclined to leave marginalia in a book as I did after
reading Swimming Lessons.” (Katie Orphan, The Last Bookstore)



“ I could not put Swimming Lessons down and read it in one sitting! It lingered in my thoughts long after I
finished. Marvelous! A must read!” (Stephanie Crowe, Page and Palette Bookstore)

About the Author
Claire Fuller’s debut novel, Our Endless Numbered Days, was published by Tin House in 2015 and went on
to win the Desmond Elliott prize in the UK and was a finalist in the ABA Indies Choice Award, an IndieNext
pick, and chosen as a Goodreads Debut Spotlight.

Most helpful customer reviews

9 of 9 people found the following review helpful.
Swimming Lessons is a not very interesting novel about a ...
By Penny Foley
Swimming Lessons is a not very interesting novel about a fractured family. I do not really understand why so
many of the reviews here speak so highly of it. The story is about the reasonably haphazard marriage of Gil
and Ingrid, assorted offspring and couple of friends. The letters Ingrid leaves for her husband before she
walks out of their lives suggest that Gil was a bastard.... their younger daughter Flora behaves badly.....and
not much else. Otherwisethe characters are strangely devoid of any feelings. I had no sense of any of them
other than some sketchy directions from the author. The only question I really had was WHERE actually was
the story set?
The book "reads" well. I would say a fair to middling novel of middle england.

16 of 17 people found the following review helpful.
but I'm calling this as my favorite read of 2017
By Richard T. Hopwood and Theresa J. Hopwood
I know it's early, but I'm calling this as my favorite read of 2017. It's has everything I look for: mystery, love
(and hate) story, and characters that grow by book's end. I read Fuller's OUR ENDLESS NUMBERED
DAYS and though I loved it (I think I gave it five stars too) I might like SWIMMING LESSONS even more.
It's hard to write about this book without giving anything away (and I hate spoilers) so just do yourself a
favor and read this book.

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
Slow and boring.
By Amazon Customer
I don't recommend this book at all. Flora is so annoyingly childish, the other characters don't have enough
personality, that it is completely eclipsed by her. It unfolds too slowly. I'm sad I paid for this book, and that I
had to read this for book club.

See all 43 customer reviews...
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thinks he sees his deceased wife. Upset by this event, he takes a near-fatal tumble and winds up in the
hospital. Flora, his youngest daughter, returns home to help care for him—shortly thereafter, letters from her
mother will be discovered hidden inside the books of her father’s prized library. Thus begin two plotlines, as
Flora and her sister care for their father, and as their mother’s letters lay out her side of the
marriage—starting with their first meeting when she was a student and he was a professor. Is their mother
dead now, or did she run away? And what other secrets are hidden inside the letters? Well-paced and finely
detailed, Swimming Lessons is a mystery about an uncoiling family that will keep you turning pages and
cause your loyalties to ebb and flow like a tide. --Chris Schluep, The Amazon Book Review

Review
“As she did in her first novel, Our Endless Numbered Days (2015), Fuller proves to be a master of temporal
space, taking readers through flashbacks and epistolary chapters at a pace timed to create wonder and
suspense. It’s her beautiful prose, though, that rounds this one out, as she delves deeply to examine the
legacies of a flawed and passionate marriage.” (Booklist, STARRED REVIEW)

“Ingrid is a brave but floundering heroine who puts down "all the things [she hasn't] been able to say in
person" in her letters, resulting in a portrait so intimate, you feel as if you've read a novel written on the
secret walls of her very mind. A deeply moving read, with a mystery that keeps you turning pages.”
(Oprah.com, Editor's Pick)

“As in her gorgeously harrowing Our Endless Numbered Days, Claire Fuller returns to the territory of a
mother’s disappearance and a father’s lies with bewitching and page-turning results. If anything, Swimming
Lessons is an even more complex puzzle box of a book, excavating darkly knotted family secrets, intricately
cruel betrayals and layers of ambiguous loss. Fuller is so clear eyed, poised and psychologically shrewd in
the unfolding of her tale, you will be kept guessing until the final penetrating sentence. An extraordinarily
smart and satisfying read.” (Paula McLain, author of THE PARIS WIFE)

“Playing out the various scenarios is almost like a “choose your own adventure” story for adults. For me,
Ingrid’s story, voice, and perspective, makes for a haunting, motivating, and fantastic read.” (Steph Opitz,
Book of the Month Club Selection)

“Swimming Lessons continues Claire Fuller’s mastery of beautiful language and heartbreaking imagery,
which lays bare the stories of infidelities, lies, revivals of love and then demise of those loves.  The women



of this novel fight for their very souls, and their stories unfurl like flags of independence appearing in to
wave from her landscape of great books and art and hope” (Susan Straight, author of BETWEEN HEAVEN
AND HERE)

“Claire Fuller has captured love in its fullest form, nursed on betrayal and regret and guilt. Gil cheats on and
abandons his wife too many times, until she disappears, leaving her clothing on the beach, and he can't know
even if she's still alive. She leaves only letters, hidden in a great library of books, and he'll search for her
until his end. Swimming Lessonsis so smoothly, beautifully written, and the human failures here are
heartbreaking.” (David Vann, author of AQUARIUM)

“Claire Fuller's acrobatic new novel, about a family who has failed each other, inverts our expectations of
narrative time to an astonishing effect: our experience of grasping for truth about those who have left is just
as pained and urgent as her characters'. Fuller's sentences are condensed maps of the human process,
unfolding in patterns we immediately recognize.” (Kathleen Alcott, author of INFINITE HOME)

“Swimming Lessons hovers in the electric space between secrets and connection, between the desire to love
and urge to hide. This is a biting, soaring novel.” (Ramona Ausubel, author of SONS AND DAUGHTERS
OF EASE AND PLENTY and NO ONE IS HERE EXCEPT ALL OF US)

“Fuller's tale is eloquent, harrowing, raw . . . [this] mystery is sure to keep readers inching off their seats.”
(Kirkus Reviews)

“Saving the best for last with revelations and surprises, Fuller’s well-crafted, intricate tale captures the
strengths and shortcomings of ordinary people to show how healing is possible by confronting the darkest
places.” (Library Journal, STARRED REVIEW)

“Like Fuller’s stunning debut, Swimming Lessons is a story suffused with the poignancy of
miscommunication between people who love each other, of the things we can never really know.” (The
Guardian)

“[Swimming Lessons] is the story of a passionate but troubled marriage, of mothers and daughters, of letters
hidden in books. The writing is efficient and impactful. This would be a perfect book club pick, as it’s a short
novel that says a lot, and there’s plenty to unpack.” (Book Riot)

“Fuller has written a profound portrait of marriage, motherhood, and loss. It is a beautiful, devastating book.”
(Powell's Pick of the Month)

“Claire Fuller’s newest book is a kind of love letter to the complicated relationships that are part of the real
world rather than the romantic fiction we build in our minds.” (Read It Forward)

“When everything we read or watch these days seems to be a facsimile of something else, it's inspiring when
a writer of Claire Fuller's talent comes along to give us something fresh and original. In Swimming Lessons,
Fuller explores the all too familiar pull of duty, expectation, and guilt between a family in emotional turmoil
with an unsentimental eye, recalling some of the best work of the late, great Richard Yates. Fuller's debut
novel, Our Endless Numbered Days, was nothing short of brilliant and I'm here to tell you that she has
officially avoided a sophomore slump with this gem of a book. My only complaint is that I have to wait until
January of 2017 to share this with the reading public. Claire Fuller is my new favorite.” (Javier Ramirez, The
Book Table)



“Claire Fuller is a master of the psychological mystery. In her most recent novel, Swimming Lessons, no one
is running around with a gun and no physical violence occurs. And yet damage happens. Families are cut to
the bone. And lingering wounds are left festering into adulthood. This is a work that explores the very nature
of forgiveness: how much should be forgiven before it becomes a burden, or before it becomes a secret life
inside you until you can't even forgive yourself? It's a deliciously written story within a story that isn't over
until the last page has been turned.” (Pam Cady, University Book Store)

“With Swimming Lessons, Claire Fuller confirms her place as a writer of exceptional insight and warmth.
This tale of a marriage, of a family, and especially of children bearing the brunt of the fallout of betrayals
and abandonment, pulls you in and refuses to let you emerge from the lives of its characters until the tale is
finally told. Even then it takes time to shake the spell the book creates. A wonderful follow-up to OUR
ENDLESS NUMBERED DAYS that explores similar themes through an entirely different story, Swimming
Lessons will be a great book for fans of her first novel and for new fans alike.” (Anmiryam Budner, Main
Point Books)

“Claire Fuller’s Swimming Lessons is a beautifully told literary mystery that weaves together the lives and
loves of people defined by deceit and a questionable disappearance. Like her debut novel, Our Endless
Numbered Days, Fuller tiptoes brilliantly through delicate subjects.” (Joanne Berg, Mystery to Me)

“I loved it and was caught up in it so thoroughly that it was my companion during every meal I ate until I
finished the book. I have also never felt so inclined to leave marginalia in a book as I did after
reading Swimming Lessons.” (Katie Orphan, The Last Bookstore)

“ I could not put Swimming Lessons down and read it in one sitting! It lingered in my thoughts long after I
finished. Marvelous! A must read!” (Stephanie Crowe, Page and Palette Bookstore)

About the Author
Claire Fuller’s debut novel, Our Endless Numbered Days, was published by Tin House in 2015 and went on
to win the Desmond Elliott prize in the UK and was a finalist in the ABA Indies Choice Award, an IndieNext
pick, and chosen as a Goodreads Debut Spotlight.
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